
 

 

 

Managed Printing Services Non-Compulsory Briefing Session  

Date: 05 March 2020  

Time: 10h00 

Questions and Answers  

1. Is monitoring limited to only our printers to desktop printers as well? Monitoring will 

be for both.  

2. Are the multifunction desk top printers A4 only or A4 and A3? A4 only  

3. Would you like to release with a pin on the desk top machines or only the big ones? 

No, only the big network printers.   

4. This is a full managed printing solution, you saying that your hardware software 

and copy charges should be inclusive in your copy charge only? Are you not 

looking for rental and a copy charge?  We currently have rental of equipment and 

we get charged for the usage. The below is the averaged over a ten month period.  

Black & White print & Copy Colour Print & Copy  

30-Apr 107845 

Total Average over 36 Months 
for 26 colour printer 

624910 

31-May 66842   

30-Jun 40275   

31-Jul 138655   

31-Aug 134734   

30-Sep 98430   

31-Oct 109743   

30-Nov 93357   

31-Dec 50342   

31-Jan 23382   

  863605   

        

Average per month over a 10 
Month period  86361 

Average per month over a 36 
Month period per machine  668 

        

 



5. Please could you also provide the split between colour and black and white? Yes 

we will give bidders the split.  

6. Is Cathsseta looking for a full managed site or for rental and cost per copy? We 

looking for rental of the equipment and you will charge us for the usage inclusive 

of onsite maintenance.   

7. You confirming you want to continue with your current model and you also want to 

be able to pull print using a pin?  Do you currently have a software solution in place 

for that pull printing and is that going to expire at the same time as the printer 

contract? Yes because it came with the solution. 

8. Is the software solution only at head office or is it in the regions as well? It is in the 

regions as well. 

9. What is the connectivity from the branches to the regions? We using MPLS 

Connectivity. We are using MTN network so we are essentially using one network.  

10. Is it multiple print servers or one? One central print server.  

11. Will Cathsseta consider refurbished machines? No please see the Erratum that 

addresses the time frame. This is a three year contract. 

12. Are you also looking for an onsite technician? The machines must be repaired 

onsite. The technician will not permanently be based at Cathsseta offices.  

13. What is your SLA turnaround time? Bidders should propose this in their 

methodologies.  

14. What is the number of users? Currently we have plus minus one hundred (100) 

users. 

15. Are they all on AD? Yes, they all on AD.  

16. Should we continue using the old tender document? Yes, you use that tender 

document factoring in the changes made via the Erratum. 

 

Bidders should be mindful that Cathsseta head office is moving during the duration of 

this contract. The preferred bidder will be expected to facilitate the moving of their 

machines. Cathsseta does not know the address of the new premises, however it will 

be within the Gauteng region.  

 

With no other questions the briefing session was closed. 


